
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VERNON 

Climate Action Task Force 

November 20, 2018 

             Meeting Minutes-draft 

In attendance:    Regrets:  
Brian Guy (Co-Chair) – Science, Technology and Environmental Services) 
Mary Stockdale (Co-Chair) – Community Stewardship, Educator) 
Brian Quiring (Councillor) 
Colleen Dix – Utility Services and Providers 
Kevin McCarty – Business and Commercial Services 
Bill Darnell – Community Stewardship,  -via phone 
Ed Wilson – Community at Large     
Staff: Kim Flick, Jing Niu, Ellen Croy 
 

A. (2:00 – 2:15) Announcements: SENS night, Electric Vehicle Parking 
Council report, new Council appointments, others 

 

The Sustainable Environment Network Society offers monthly sessions at the Schubert Centre, 
open to the public, to presents special speakers providing information, products and ideas 
towards sustainable and environmentally friendly lifestyles.   

Ellen Croy, Transportation Planner, presented a staff report on Electric Vehicle Parking as 
Council directed this issue be brought to this task force for consideration; see power point 
presentation.  Based on this information the group entered a motion. 

Motion by Brian Guy:  Climate Action Task Force recommends that Council not implement free 
parking for electric vehicles. 

Seconded by: Colleen Dix 

Discussion: The end goal is to reduce single occupancy vehicles, not just switch over to electric 
vehicles which result in creating their own environmental concerns. 

All in favour. 

 

B. (2:15 – 2:30) Completing the CATF membership 
 

Mary led a discussion about inviting others to this task force. 
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Should there be more positions so that there is more representation for key issues?  The Climate 
Action Task Force is volunteer based so for example, Okanagan Indian Band may have relevant 
concerns and may wish to participate; Jim Vanderwall is a local valuable resource relating to 
adaptation, etc. but there may also be other interested and qualified persons to consider. 

Motion by Brian Guy : That the Climate Action Task Force recommend that Council amend the 
Climate Action Task Force Terms of Reference to appoint a voting member of OIB. 

Seconded by :Ed Wilson 

All in favour 

NOTE: the Climate Action Task Force subsequently requested this Motion be held for a month 
until the decision is made about whether to change to a Committee. 

 

Kim offered options on how to handle such changes by asking Council to change the Terms of 
Reference.  

Since Councillor Quiring approached Council about changing this group to a COV Committee, the 
Terms of Reference would be revisited if that goes forward. 

Mary expressed concern about changing as a Task Force has more autonomy than a Committee.  

Brian Q commented that his recommendation ensured the Terms of Reference stayed the same 
but the two year deadline would be removed to allow for continuity of this long term goal.   

It was decided to spend some time considering the best route to take for this group.  Mary asked 
for a pros and cons outline to be put together to build on the information Kim provided on the 
matter.  Brian Q offered to work on this and also agreed to remove it from the Council agenda 
for the time being. 

 

C. (2:30 – 3:15) Scoping and Vision: guided discussion of main points 
 

Review of the Draft document to confirm that all members are clear and in agreement. 

Scoping: The group agreed to review the Vancouver plan by next meeting. 

Vision: The group was in agreement with what had been understood previously except for: 

Section 2.0: Review of the existing statement. 

 Ed commented that more should be made of the public engagement component of the 
statement. 

 New wording was agreed upon to enhance that aspect. 



  

D. (3:15 – 3:30) Draft TOC of proposed Climate Leadership Plan 
 

Colleen had prepared a spreadsheet of various municipalities to highlight pros and cons of 
different leadership plans for the group’s consideration.  There was no consistency on how the 
communities approached things so it seems this process is open to new ideas. 

Colleen suggested that the plans of Victoria and Vancouver, although different in approach, 
would be most useful to review.   Brian Guy commented that this group wants Vernon to have a 
unique document rather than imitate an existing one, but that this data is helpful in finding a 
best set of criteria for us. 

Mary commented that this document is intended for a wide public audience, not a staff 
produced implementation plan. In scanning the spreadsheet, Mary noted that some plans were 
both adapation and mitigation and some were just one or the other.  This is something else this 
group needs to decide on; what do we want our Leadershop Plan to encompass?   

Brian G suggested that each member of the group come to the next meeting with ideas for an 
outline based on the review of this spreadsheet.  Ed added that they approach this with value 
added principals in mind. 

Kevin added that we could also look at the existing COV Draft Community Energy and Emissions 
Plan as a starting point as well. 

 

E. (3:30 – 4:30) Defining a process for the CATF  
 

Brian G led the discussion using the hand drawn flow chart sketch Malcom Shield created at the 
last meeting.  Brian suggested that a digitized version be produced incorporating the various 
ideas proposed during today’s meeting and volunteered to do this work for the next meeting. 

 

F. (4:30 – 4:45) Creation of subcommittees to lead next steps 
 

Brian G and Mary suggested that working groups be formed that can begin working on the 
three main themes of the plan - adapation, mitigation and implementation. 

Discussion ensued around how this would happen.  Kevin, Ed, Bill, Mary and Brian G expressed 
interest in heading these work groups. 

G. (4:45 – 5:00) Next CATF meeting: Dec 18, 2018      2-5 pm 
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Draft Vision for Community in the future 

Guiding principals 

Flow chart fleshed out  

Work Groups guidelines / timelines 

Re-visit Task Force vs Committee decision 

 

 Meeting adjourned 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 




